What’s all this talk
about our Company
Vision and Values?
Across the company, it is important everyone gets a good feel for what we
want to accomplish and be known for. This is also known as the company vision
and can only be realised through us all working together to make it happen.

Our vision:
To be the best leading security and services company
in the country; and more importantly a company we
are all proud to work for.
Collectively working together includes our frontline, who are delivering the excellent day to day services for
our clients and our leadership and support team at HQ, who ensure everyone works effectively together, and
are offered the support they need (they also make sure we all get paid on time which is very important!).
Our vision of the future is what we want to achieve as a company while we grow and how we believe we
can achieve this through applying and working in a certain way which are set out through our values.
Please visit our company website here https://guk.co.uk/about-us/#vision to get a feel for what we are
passionate about accomplishing and the values we believe will play an important part to achieve it!
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Our Mission and Values are set out below:
Mission
To be the UK’s most respected security and service brand.
To do this we will create a culture that supports our
teams in superb professionalism and customer service.
To be recognised for providing superior professional and
quality services that customers and clients recommend
and our employees are proud of.
Values

These values set the foundation of our company culture! They set out the way we believe we must behave
and work while we deliver our services to our clients.
Hopefully, the vision and values resonate with everyone, and it is understood if we collectively believe
and practice these values while at work, we will make our working day a happy one and the company will
continue to grow to become the best, and most respected, security and services company in the country.
Just as envisioned!

